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About us

Quality is one of the core values of ITtest.
Therefore, we always include an additional
step in our workflow to test our own and our
clients’ products. Our team performs
thorough product testing throughout 

its entire lifecycle. This approach provides 

us with an eagle eye’s view on the project
and our work results.
Software testing conducted by our team
allows us to evaluate the software product
and the result of work on it throughout 

the entire product life cycle.

We perform both software and complex performance
testing on various devices.

ITTest has a large testing
stand with overtest 

stand of 300+ different
smartphones and tablets
which is frequently updated.
ITtest’s QA specialists not only excel at their internal
projects but are also frequently outsourced 

to the biggest IT-corporates of Russia and Europe.

Testing

ITTest team of specialists is highly qualified
in all types of testing:

Load testing

Functional testing

Automated Testing

Comlex testing

Partnership with Yandex

Partnership with Yandex
Yandex is the number one search engine and the largest
IT holding in Russia. Within the scope of our 2,5 years
partnership, our team performed both manual 

and automated complex functional testing of the key
services of Yandex.

Duration of partnership:

2,5+ years
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Partnership with Yandex

Accomplished Tasks:

In the shortest possible time, a continuous process of system
functional testing of Yandex products and services was established
and our specialists were fully integrated into the processes and team
of the customer.


As a result of our cooperation with Yandex we created and
successfully implemented our own center for specialized training 

and retraining of QA engineers.

list of the services tested:

Yandex.Browser


Yandex.Transport


Yandex.Maps


Yandex.Metro


Yandex.Zen - personal

Yandex.OFD


content feed

Yandex.Drive - carsharing
Yandex.Navigator
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Staff:

60%

30%

10%

Services:

Blockchain

Cryptocurrency

E-commerce

Mobile

VR/AR

Machine & E-learning

3D

Sport Tech

Developers


QA specialists


UX/UI designers

Geo-tracking & Navigation

we use:
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Thank you for your attention
300041, Tula,

1G Frunze str, 4th floor.

office@ittest-team.ru

+7 (4872) 52-59-50

199026, Saint-Petersburg, Vasilievsky island, Sredny Ave., 

88 «Baltis Plaza» business center.

+7 (812) 640-68-64

Partners & Clients

sales@ittest-team.ru

